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About This Content

SOVIET COMMANDER: Soviet Industry Tactics
Using the built up Soviet industry, make use of more and stronger vehicle units at the cost of infantry numbers.

KV-2 Heavy Assault Tank
A KV-2 Heavy Assault Tank can be ordered in to the battlefield.

KV-8 Flamethrower Tank
A KV-8 Flamethrower Tank can be ordered in from the Tankoviy Battalion Command building.

Vehicle Crew Repair Training
Vehicle crews gain an ability to repair battlefield damage on their vehicles once they leave combat.

Allied Supply Drop
A cargo plane will deliver available fuel to the target location, varying in amount based on availability. The cargo plane
is highly vulnerable to anti-air units.

Repair Station
Allows engineers to build an immobile repair station which sends out engineers to repair nearby vehicles.
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Title: CoH 2 - Soviet Commander: Soviet Industry Tactics
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum Requirements

OS OS X 10.10.3

Processor 1.8Ghz Intel

RAM 4GB

Hard Disk 35GB

Graphics 512MB (Nvidia 6xx series or later, AMD 7xxx series or later and Intel Iris Pro).

Internet Broadband Internet connection

Input Keyboard & Mouse

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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this is a total rip off and i'm ♥♥♥♥in♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ you can barely play any of the games.. how can you charge some one for
nothing?. Fantastic game. Seriously, just playing it alone is fun. But I can only imagine it'll be unreal run when more people get
involved. Seek out the discord for potential matches.. So I grew up with the NES port. This is a VSCUMM port and it doesn't
seem to have the indiviual character soundtracks that I remember. You will need to hit F5 to save, quit, load, or adjust the game
options.

If you normally run with a high mouse dpi, you're really going to want to turn it down to play this game. Controls feel a little
clunky to me, but I grew up playing this with an NES controller and I may not have turned my dpi down enough. I could be
misrembering some of the puzzles, but there does seem to be some slight differences in the gameplay than the NES version I
grew up with

Also, 100% verified, it is possible to have Syd put the hamster in the microwave and turn it on with this version. (I would never
condone doing such a thing in reality). I suppose I am one of the lucky? few? that was able to do this with in my NES version
back in the day, enough though the NES version censored quite a few other things....

Anyway, 8 year old me is thrilled to see this game again.. I came across this game randomly, while looking for another game
that I couldn't find, or remember; maybe it never existed. But I'm glad I found this game, and a review by Malkavian, which
convinced me to take the plunge. As usual with my reviews, if you're just here for the factors I'd use to figure out if the game is
for you, look for ~tildes.~

'Cause I'm gonna talk awhile.

Games, and gaming, interest me less and less as I get older. For all the wonderful creativity of titles now, both big-name and
indie, time and memory make a mockery out of my desire to actually play games. They tend to blur together, and while I've got
games I rely on to shake me out of a slump, they're few in number - driven by powerful emotional or nostalgic pressure, or the
simple joy of a well-done mechanic.

Umfend is a fairly short game.

It's also one of the few games out there that instantly, from the moment it started, had my attention. I could feel my heart racing,
and the muggy summer air. This was it.
I remembered what it was like to be alive.

Describing pretty much anything in the game would be a spoiler, but at the same time - spoilers are largely meaningless.
Nevertheless, I'll append a comment for the devs after I'm done.

As to the game itself, it's not really a puzzle-game, or even a horror game (though there are elements some people will find
horrifying); I'd struggle to call it a walking simulator, because the atmosphere is purposefully and painstakingly narrow in
scope. Anyway, all those terms get thrown around too much. Carelessly; thoughtlessly.

Comparing it to other games would be trite; nobody likes their work being compared to something else, or someone else, but -
in the interest of helping people try to puzzle out whether this game is for them...

One of my favourite games is Quake; the first game only, and none of the sequels. That sense of alienness, of melancholy, of
the fact that even though it's ostensibly a shooter (and a good one), something feels off-genre, just out of sight, hidden in the
skybox.

One of my favourite games is Lighthouse - the Dark Being. Another story about parallels, otherworldly and beautiful and
utterly lonely. Also, often pixelated on modern boxes - and without the option to disable that, aha!

One of my favourite games is a strange little Yume-Nikki-like called Soup.
Not too many people played it; most who did, didn't like it.
But the same visceral feeling...
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I feel a lot of people will try Umfend, and refund it because it isn't - strictly speaking - a horror game. They'll be drawn in
by those elements and focus solely on them, and miss the care that is in every layer of this game. And I'll be glad if they do,
because this gem deserves the attention...

But I hope some people look at it, and have similar experiences simultaneously unique and known only to them.

~Cons~

- Slow walking speed can throw players who need to go fast all the time; it's a vital part of the game's flow, but certain
people'll wake up in 1996 and not even give the game a chance.
- For some people, the hour-to-three-hour runtime'll be a negative. Quantity is a quality all its own, or whatnot.
- Despite the scares, this is not truly a horror game. People looking just for scares and chills might feel 'cheated' by the
game, even though there are plenty of those!.. But they're kind of tertiary, and, well..
- You have to pay attention. I know a lot of games deserve this, but you have to pay attention.

~Pros~

- The short length. I'm actually tired of listing this one as a con; we expect games to be long because they were lengthy
growing up. We're better gamers now, and games can be more concise. I found the length utterly perfect.
- I... Everything.
- Sorry, the atmosphere, the ambience, the sound design... I don't just want an OST, I'd love to be able to listen to some of the
background sound clips. All of it blends together to create an experience that, if it appeals to you, will have your blood
singing and your heart pounding the entire way through.
- You have your choice of two graphical styles; a grainy, pixel-FMV look akin to PS1 grafix, and the modern, smooth
models. I can't say which I like better; edging me a bit into the latter camp is that some of the text is a bit grainy in the pixel
category, and everything is important. (But both look amazing.)
- Honestly, if I kept typing, the review won't end.

~Will I like this game?~

Chances are that if you find yourself getting impatient in-between scenes, light puzzles aren't your thing, or you demand
length to your exploration, you might not be the audience for Umfend. Be especially wary if you catch yourself forgetting
minor things, getting frustrated, and then going 'oh' when you realise that they were, indeed, present earlier in a game\/story.
There's nothing wrong with that! But it may make Umfend harder to enjoy.

However. I feel that if you enjoy speculative fiction, horror, stories about loss, and other worlds... If you sometimes look at
the sky and aren't sure why you are, or if you occasionally remember exact moments in your life with an indescribable
certainty, then you should play Umfend. I can't promise that the game will affect you the same way it affected me; but I
think you will be affected in a way entirely unique to you, and that, dear reader, is why if your curiousity was stirred at all -
I'd like you to give Umfend a chance.

As to me? AIHASTO has put themselves on the list of people I'll day-one support.
Thanks for creating this game.. Do you like Ghost in the Shell?
If yes, this is for you or else, bugger off!. where's my iron set. it is very rare for a DLC to be free, and it is also good,
challenging.
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The developer called me an idiot buy this game.. 8.5/10

A great old-style CRPG; if you're a fan of the series a must-buy.. I never realized I wanted to play a game like this till I played
this game. You're put in an environment not knowing what to do and you have to learn and adapt without help. Beautiful
concept and artstyle, good mechanics. It all just works to provide a unique experience.

However..
Some of the mechanics are a little annoying at times and some more features need to be added. There seems to be some pretty
active development so hopefully that keeps up as this game has a lot of promise.

Update: This game has a very active development with so far daily updates.

Update 2: Game isn't updated daily anymore. I used to love the console version of the game, but the PC version has a significant
bug wherein you have no audio once the prologue ends. The only way to solve the issue is to download a fan-made patch on a
sketchy website. Unless the game is fixed, I can't recommend the game to anyone, unless you're deaf.. Amazing game. Wait for
a sale like many of the DLC.. 6$, worth the Money. Little bit of a learning curve when it comes to figuring out the game but
good level fun. Can't wait to trully experience multiplayer action in this game... ;-)
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